
From Compliance to Common Sense
The evolution of evidence use in Tennessee’s child welfare 

system
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Consent decrees



Phases of completion

• Phase 1: Meet all 136 requirements of the Settlement Agreement

• Phase 2: Keep all provisions in Maintenance for 12 months

• Phase 3: External accountability
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Maintenance

Sustain 
Maintenance

External 
Accountability



Navigating to exit

• The Brian A. lawsuit was filed in 2000 and settled in 2001.
• Modified Exit Plan entered in 2010.
• Net loss of provisions in compliance in 2013.
• Provision by provision attack
• EXIT



Living in a post-consent decree 
world



Living in a post-consent decree 
world

• Enhanced CQI systems
– Targeted case reviews
– Methods of measurement
– Statistical significance

• Application and skill development
– Accountability Center
– IV-E Waiver
– StART
– EDGE: Evidence Driven Growth & Excellence



Accountability Center

• Assessment organized in four sections
– Outcomes
– Quality
– Capacity
– Process

• Unique opportunity to leverage resources to learn about what processes, 
policies, practices make the most difference.



IV-E Waiver

• Benefit of staffing

• Objective standards for measuring progress toward strategic 
goals

• Regular opportunities to measure progress and adjust 
strategies with key leaders



StART: Strategic Alignment Review 
Team



StART: Strategic Alignment Review 
Team



EDGE: Evidence Driven Growth & 
Excellence

• Program vision and goals

• Ongoing adjustments

• Sustaining skill set



Creating a culture of evidence use

• Leadership buy-in

• Reinforcing evidence use in strategy setting and management
– Strategic Outcome Management meetings
– Survey results and staff input in evaluation planning
– Seeing this trickle down into regional management: Time Use example

• Balancing working knowledge and other annoying realities
• Willingness to ask for help
• All that, and it’s still not simple

• Providing quality tools to measure performance on a regular basis



Ongoing challenges

• Evidence use requires culture change.
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Moving forward

• Ongoing assessment and adjustment

• Listening to staff to understand barriers and benefits from their 
perspective

• Continuous education and skill development



The common sense part
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The common sense part

• What are we trying to accomplish here?
• WHY?

– Does this align with our vision, mission, strategy?
– Did someone say we have to?
– What happens if we don’t?

• Is there a better way or a better use of resources?



Wrap up



Thank you
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